
Intelligent Alerts Management



ignio™ AIOps  uniquely blends intelligence and automation to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 
Enterprise IT datacenter operations. It brings reliability, agility and resiliency into IT operations by learning 
context, managing alerts, handling incidents, performing actions and optimizing operations proactively. In 
this paper, we will look to understand ignio’s ability to manage alerts intelligently using advanced AI-based 
reasoning techniques. ignio can eliminate up to 90% of operational risks by managing key aspects of the 
Alert lifecycle - suppression, correlation, aggregation, prioritization and prediction. 
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1. Context 

We live in a hyper-connected world. As individuals too, we realize this every time we hear a beep and see the 
blinking indicator going off on our mobile phones. We get notifications from our banks, credit card companies, 
ecommerce companies, wallet apps, travel sites, news sites. This flood of notifications causes notification 
fatigue.

This has been the bane of enterprise IT operations for decades with increasingly complex systems comprising 
hardware devices, virtual machines, middleware, and applications sending out a flood of alert notifications. So 
many alerts that the helpdesk/operations teams cannot possibly analyze all of them. A great deal of time is spent 
in sifting through the noise to uncover legitimate alerts, which becomes overwhelming. More importantly, the 
high alert volume carries the risk of drowning out critical alerts that need urgent attention.

Figure 1: Key Features of ignio™ AIOps
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Alerts rarely occur in isolation. One fault often leads to many symptoms. A failure, delay, or anomaly 
in one part of the infrastructure results in multiple alerts in various other dependent systems and this 
leads to a flurry of alerts within an extremely short time. As a result, alert storm is a very common 
phenomenon. It becomes practically impossible for humans to analyze all these alerts.

These alerts should not be analyzed in isolation. The cause and symptom alerts should be grouped 
together based on their causality and addressed together. However, given the scale and complexity 
of today’s IT systems, inferring these correlations and causalities becomes impossible.

Alerting thresholds are configured based on intuition and tacit knowledge about the systems. These 
thresholds often fail to capture normal behavior of the system. Furthermore, these statically config-
ured thresholds do not adapt to changing conditions. As a result, either a large volume of false alerts 
gets generated, or alternately, many genuine anomalies get missed.

In addition, often the same issues get reported multiple times with a periodic frequency leading to a 
surge of duplicate alerts.

These false alerts can be suppressed by modeling the normal behavior of each component and using 
this inferred behavior to set appropriate alert thresholds. But, given the continuous influx of  technol-
ogy and business changes, adapting these thresholds manually becomes a daunting task.

Most alerts are generated in a post facto manner: they get generated only after an anomaly has 
occurred. As a result, the entire process of acting on alerts is inherently reactive in nature. Being 
reactive can at best minimize the impact of an anomaly, but cannot prevent or eliminate it.

In a typical enterprise, the number of generated alerts varies from 100K to 1 million alerts per day. 
About 20% of these alerts are observed to be duplicates, and another 10% to 20% are false positives. 
In addition, around 10% to 20% are observed to be correlated to other critical alerts and hence do not 
require any action.

This implies that the alert volume can be reduced by 40% to 60% with intelligent alert management. 
This can help IT Ops teams to focus on legitimate problems without sifting through high volumes of 
noisy alerts. 

2. Intelligent Alerts Management
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2.1 Observation 1: Not all alerts require investigation

2.2 Observation 2: Not all alerts are important

2.3 Observation 3: Alerting is largely reactive in nature and lacks foresight

2.4 Observation 4: High noise volume makes recognizing 
       critical issues a challenge



ignioTM AIOps addresses the above challenges by providing a suite of features for intelligent alerts management, 
generating just the right alerts at the right time. ignio's intelligent alerts management capabilities can be broadly 
classified into four categories: 

Monitoring and alerting tools are considered sufficiently intelligent as they can report an issue again after a 
certain time interval until it is resolved. These alerts can be considered duplicates if the issue is already under 
investigation. Yet, as simple as this sounds, this needs to be enhanced with additional intelligence. You may only 
want to suppress alerts if they are duplicate with a restricted time window. For example, an alert that recurs after 
1 hour should be investigated afresh. ignio derives a safe time window by inferring the trends and patterns in the 
inter-arrival time of alerts.

Alternately, an alert may be considered duplicate only if the exact same alert is already being investigated. In this 
case, the time window restrictions may not apply. ignio, along with its incident handling integration, is well 
aware of the alert status to be able to take such intelligent decisions while suppressing these alerts.

Enterprise components demonstrate different behaviors characterized by their workload and business usage. 
The behavior of these components can vary over time as they go through various business and technology 
changes. However, alert definitions on these components may be left unchanged. These behavioral changes are 
often not known to system administrators, or the administrators lack insight into the business usage of these 
components. It would be a humongous task to track these behavioral characteristics manually.

ignio can understand these behavioral changes by continuously learning through various metrics it collects from 
these components. It mines this historical behavioral data to baseline normal behavior on a continuous basis. 
ignio then uses these learned behavioral patterns to differentiate normal behavior from an anomalous one. 

Alert suppression comprises two categories. 

3. Our Solution : ignioTM 
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prediction
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3.1.2    Suppression of false alerts

3.1.1   Suppression of duplicate alerts

3.1 Alert Suppression
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ignio is also capable of understanding dynamic conditions, such as maintenance windows while applying filter-
ing patterns on alerts.

ignio also allows users to further adjust these thresholds by tuning algorithms and simulating the alert scenarios. 
Users can opt for a more aggressive threshold or a conservative threshold according to their business needs.

ignio mines historical alert data to find temporal correlation patterns. It uses the topology information to mine 
spatio-temporal correlation patterns. These correlation patterns identify the alerts that co-occur. They often 
also demonstrate a strong causality direction, separating causes from symptoms. ignio uses these signatures to 
aggregate related alerts.

Due to the inherent inter-component dependencies, one fault may manifest in the form of many symptoms. 
Consequently, a large volume of redundant alerts gets generated. ignio addresses this problem by identifying 
related alerts and aggregating them, so you can deal with the problem and not just the symptoms.

ignio has pre-built knowledge models of hundreds of technology stacks and is capable of creating a blueprint of 
an enterprise’s infrastructure and application components. ignio understands the structure of individual systems 
and its interdependent components as part of its contextual blueprint. ignio uses these inter-component depen-
dencies to separate symptoms from causes.

When observed together (or within a time window), ignio puts the correlated alerts on hold while acting on the 
target alert. ignio is conservative with aggregated alerts; each aggregated alert that is put on hold is closed only 
after performing a health-check to ensure that the correlated alert has been resolved.

3.2.2   Alert aggregation based on topology (model-based reasoning)

3.2.1   Alert aggregation based on correlation rules (case-based reasoning)

3.2 Alert Aggregation
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While most alerting solutions are reactive in nature, 
ignio brings a paradigm shift by predicting future alerts. 
It generates ahead-of-time notifications of potential 
events thereby giving sufficient time to take corrective 
measures before the problem occurs. ignio uses three 
different approaches to predict future alerts:

Many alerts have direct association with various system 
metrics such as application response time, job run time, 
disk read time, heap utilization, and CPU utilization, 
among others. Often these metrics demonstrate strong 
trends and patterns. ignio mines these trends and 
patterns and forecasts their future values. It uses the 
forecasted metric values to predict potential future 
alerts.

Many alerts exhibit a tendency to recur regularly based 
on external influences of workload. These alerts demon-
strate strong temporal patterns of occurrence. Such 
alerts often have strong association with prescheduled 
activities such as scheduled power shutdowns, server 
restarts, batch job executions, backups, month-end 
workloads, and peak workloads, among others. ignio 
analyzes past occurrences of alerts to mine strong 
temporal patterns and uses these signatures to predict 
future alerts.

3.3.1   Alert prediction based on temporal    
            pattern mining

Other alerts exhibit a tendency of occurring shortly 
after another alert has occurred. These alerts demon-
strate strong lead-lag correlation signatures. Such 
alerts often due to strong structural or precedence 
relationships such as job-job precedence relationships, 
or workload performance relationships, among others. 
ignio derives spatio-temporal correlations using past 
alert occurrences and system dependencies to mine 
such lead-lag signatures between alerts. It uses these 
signatures to predict a potential ‘lag’ alert on occur-
rence of a ‘lead’ alert.

3.3.2   Alert prediction based on correlation  
            signatures

3.3.3   Alert prediction based on metric 
            forecasts

3.3 Alert Prediction



4. Conclusion 
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One of the on-ground dilemmas of the operations team 
is their inability to assess the priority of an alert. The 
severity and priority configured as part of CMDB or alert 
management tools is often obsolete and irrelevant. It is 
very important and critical to organize and analyze the 
alerts coming from multiple systems and prioritize 
them for investigation.

ignio prioritizes an alert by computing a risk score of an 
alert from its context. This risk score is calculating 
various factors such as the criticality of the originating 
component, impact of the alert on other system 
components, historical evidence of correlation of an 
alert with other alerts, and knowledge of required time 
to fix an alert, among others.

In this paper, we have described the alert management 
capabilities of ignio in terms of its ability to “separate 
the wheat from the chaff” and bubble up critical and 
important alerts while suppressing the others. This is 
the first stage of alert handling and once an alert is 
identified as important and upgraded to an incident, it 
goes through the subsequent stages of triaging and 
fixing. ignio AIOps continuously learns and adapts to 
ever-changing IT systems and provides proactive 
insights. This enables ignio to automate, reduce MTTR, 
and enable IT operations to showcase tremendous 
value proposition to core business. Enterprises need not 
be constrained by the usual “run the business” strate-
gies and can spend more time, effort, and money into 
their “change the business” strategies.

3.4 Alert Prioritization


